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I NTRODUCTION
The Maker Movement represents the collective energy and 
ambition of a community of inventors, designers, engineers, artists, 
craftspeople, and tinkerers. Its ethos is a mixture of DIYer self reliance 
informed by open-source learning, traditional craftsmanship, new 
technology, and modern design thinking.

 Crafted in home studios, garages, and local makerspaces, the work of 
these makers stirs our imagination and provides a glimpse of what we 
can achieve as a culture of creators.

BLDG 61 is a makerspace that provides maker education to the public 
at no cost in an inspiring and inclusive environment at the Boulder 
Public Library. We are thrilled to present Maker Made: a gallery show 
celebrating the diverse and inspiring work produced by the makers in 
our community. We welcome you to explore the works within.

Sincerely, 
BLDG 61 Team
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Mend the World Flag
BLDG 61, the Sewing Rebellion, and artist Steven Frost launched the Mend the 
World project in Berlin, September 2018 with a call to action to citizens of the 
world: help create a new flag of the world together dedicated to equity and 
inclusion. This is what we made.
ARTISTS 
Steven Frost, 
Janet Hollingsworth 
Zack Weaver 
People of Berlin

MEDIA
Canvas, laser cut  
denim, embroidery floss

CONTACT 
stevenfrost.com
@bldg61
@harmonyinbadtaste
@coloradosewingrebellion

MEET THE TEAM
Adam Watts, Zack Weaver, Janet Hollingsworth, & Robby Holb (not pictured)
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Adam Watts,  
Petras Vaxnelis, Diha,  
Brian Forte, Tracy Burnham
TITLE 
Eschaton
DESCRIPTION 
Eschaton is a cult strategy deck-building game for 2-6 
players. Presented here is the laser cut delux edition, 
the core game, and its expansion: Sigils of Ruin.
CONTACT 
archongames.net | @archongames |  
@adamwatts.design

Adriana Paola Palacios Luna
TITLE 
Iconografía de la resistencia /  
Iconography of resistance
MEDIA 
Laser cut wood, yarn, cardboard, electronics  
and miscellaneous
DESCRIPTION 
The so-called ruins of a culture are actually living 
expressions of resistance that ancestral cultures 
have managed to survive violence of colonialism 
and dispossession. I try to express the pain but also 
the strength and hope of indigenous women vs 
patriarchal capitalism.
CONTACT 
@lunamorada7

Alan Peters & Scott Hiller
TITLES
Surf-n-Turf
MEDIA 
Screenprint on pine
DESCRIPTION 
Slabmatic is an ongoing collaboration by woodworker 
Scott Hiller and graphic artist Alan Peters. We 
source raw materials that have unique character and 
combine lost graphic imagery in unexpected ways. 
Each piece is an experiment where finishes and 
techniques are explored.
CONTACT 
slabamatic.co | @slabamatic 

MAKE R MADE 
ARTWORK
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Alan Peters & Scott Hiller
TITLES
Spark-a-Corn
MEDIA 
Screenprint on pine
DESCRIPTION 
Slabmatic is an ongoing collaboration by woodworker 
Scott Hiller and graphic artist Alan Peters. We 
source raw materials that have unique character and 
combine lost graphic imagery in unexpected ways. 
Each piece is an experiment where finishes and 
techniques are explored.
CONTACT 
slabamatic.co | @slabamatic 

Alexa Allen
TITLE
Ambit Bench
MEDIA 
CNC cut plywood, and leather
DESCRIPTION 
My bench was designed and built for 
the “Chair of the Board” exhibition at 
the Boulder Library in 2018. The design 
challenge was to create a chair/bench 
using only a single sheet of plywood 
utilizing the tools in the Building 61 
maker space.
CONTACT 
alexaallenis.com | @alexaallenis

Amanda Maldonado
TITLE 
Fowl Obsession
MEDIA 
Screen prints
DESCRIPTION 
Fowl Obsession consists of three birds that I’ve seen 
in person and was inspired by: American Wigeon 
(Boulder Creek), Mountain Chickadee (Idaho Springs, 
CO), & Barn Owl (Barr Lake State Park). Thank you 
BLDG 61 for making this possible. Original art was 
done in pen & ink.
CONTACT 
Etsy.com/shop/CoyInk | @Coy.Ink
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Anyll Markevich
TITLE
Strong Cardboard Tower
MEDIA 
Laser Cut Cardboard and Folder
DESCRIPTION 
This is a three foot tall cardboard tower built to support a 
100 pound load while withstanding a 10 pound lateral force 
applied at the top. But we decided not to test it! :) This 
project was in The Great Courses’ “DIY engineering” course.

Atzin
TITLE
El Arte de Hacer México / The Art of 
Making Mexico
MEDIA 
Laser cut cardboard, tissue paper, papel 
maché (paper mache), sewing, and acrylic 
paint
DESCRIPTION 
A Mexican piñata honoring Frida Kahlo in 
a colorful way. Also, the Catrinas represent 
ancient tradition of Día de muertos / Day 
of the dead. These Catrinas are: The 
violinist Catrina, La Catrina Faminista, and 
the Catrina Roja. Made with my mother & 
brother, Tupak. 

Ben Burdette
TITLE
Resonator Guitar
MEDIA 
Plywood/CNC Router
DESCRIPTION 
A plywood resonator guitar with an amplifying 
horn. Inspired by the Stroh instruments of 
the early 1900s and by modern horn speaker 
cabinets, this is an experiment to see if the 
horn can bring out more bass frequencies 
from the resonator.
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Bryan Hollingsworth
TITLE 
Single Speed Bike
MEDIA 
Chromoly Steel
DESCRIPTION 
Custom fixed gear bicycle built for city 
riding.
CONTACT 
royalhcycles.com | @royal_h_cycles

Camille Wall
TITLE
Amplifiers in Ash
MEDIA 
CNC milled ash, cherry, laser cut acrylic, 
brass screws
DESCRIPTION 
Passive amplifier that can be used with a 
cell phone or other music players. Place 
your device in the slot and the channels 
increase the volume without any electricity 
needed. The body of the amplifiers is made 
from locally harvested Ash infected with the 
Emerald Ash Borer.

Celeste Moreno
TITLE
Plant vs Animal
MEDIA 
Laser Cut Paper on Acrylic
DESCRIPTION 
Plant vs Animal explores the surprising visual 
similarities between plants and animals at a 
microscopic level. Illustrations hand crafted 
from images captured by microscopes were 
laser cut out of paper to create each piece.
CONTACT 
createspacevisuals.com | @cemocreates
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Chris Zimnowski
TITLES 
River of Orange, River of Blue
MEDIA 
Resin and Wood
DESCRIPTION 
Combining colorful epoxy with wood to make  
unique wall art.
CONTACT 
@zimnowskic

Christopher Denyes
TITLE
UnTitled
MEDIA 
Wood - Metal - Electricity
DESCRIPTION 
Pine burned with electricity wrapped 
in a steel frame.
CONTACT 
ChristopherDenyesConstruction.com

Daniela Kupsh
TITLE
Zoo Box Deluxe
MEDIA 
Laser Cut Birch Plywood
DESCRIPTION 
A wooden box with a lid that is flipped over to open 
up a play surface. It features a whole Zoo with a 
ticket booth, animal enclosures with details like 
caves and a slide for the penguins, a jeep and lots of 
different animals. The elephant has a saddle that fits 
the people.
CONTACT 
etsy.com/shop/Laser4Kinder
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Daniela Kupsh
TITLE
Island Box
MEDIA 
Laser Cut Birch Plywood
DESCRIPTION 
A small wooden box with a engraved lid that is 
flipped over to open up a play surface with the beach 
and the ocean, an island with a turtle cave, a plane 
and boats, different plants and palm trees, a hut and 
cave, different animals and many more accessories.

Daniela Kupsh
TITLE
Nameless Horse Lady
MEDIA 
Plywood, CNC and Laser Cut
DESCRIPTION 
Life-sized wooden horse.  Made entirely from CNC 
and Laser cut plywood. Stable enough to carry 
multiple little kids or an adult.  For name suggestions 
or tack donations (would love to have a saddle and 
bridle for this girl) Contact: dsollmann@gmx.de!!!

David P.
TITLE
Armada Ranulo Portreto
MEDIA 
1/4” cast acrylic sheet - laser cut & etched
DESCRIPTION 
Portfolio cover with a “Living Hinge” using the  
40 watt and 75 watt Epilog lasers in BLDG 61 - 
The Boulder Library MakerSpace. Special Thanks 
to:  Adam, Janet, Zack, Robby, David, and Alan!!
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David Rutherford
TITLE
Wooden Cups
MEDIA 
Aspen and lodgepole pine
DESCRIPTION 
Sections of aspen or pine logs were turned on a lathe 
to form a cup. The cups were then decorated using 
the rotary attachment on a 40W CO2 laser cutter. The 
engraved design was then blackened using acrylic 
paint.

Ed Ossi
TITLE 
Luke Skywalker (Ceremonial Outfit)
MEDIA 
Acrylic Paint over ABS Plastic
DESCRIPTION 
Kenner never made a version of this figure back in 
the 70’s, so I made my own from a combination of 
parts of other original figures and paint.

Emily K Platzer
TITLE
Wedding Stars
MEDIA 
Machine pieced fabric, machine and then  
hand-sewn binding
DESCRIPTION 
Hand ripped fabric used as napkins for creator’s 
wedding, then washed. Background randomness from 
fabric quantities generated by custom written Ruby 
code. Stars planned and mapped, then assembled in 
strips, requiring each strip to be a planned match for 
the next row.
CONTACT 
herfluffymajesty.com | @emilykplatzer
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Gabe Lee
TITLE
Demogorgon
MEDIA 
Liquid latex, tape, wire, polymer clay, acrylic paint
DESCRIPTION 
Using an old mask as a base, wire, tape, and liquid 
latex was used to cover the structure. Polymer clay 
was baked into various sized cones for teeth then 
glued into place. A thin layer of cloth was added 
around the eyes and mouth to allow for vision and 
breathing. Total time: 8hrs
CONTACT 
gabelee.com | @gabelee 

Gabe Lee
TITLE
Steampunk
MEDIA 
Nerf guns, acrylic paint, various plastic items
DESCRIPTION 
Two nerf guns were painted and various 
material added with glue. Distressed finish  
was made using a dremel and sandpaper.  
The wood grain finish was obtained by using  
a toothbrush with dark brown over light  
brown/red. Plastic tubing was painted to  
give a copper appearance.
CONTACT 
gabelee.com | @gabelee

TITLE
Winnie the Pooh reimagined
MEDIA 
EVA foam, fabric, acrylic and aerosol paint
DESCRIPTION 
Imagine a world where the stories of Winnie 
the Pooh where a reality. Tigger and Piglet 
are part of a dystopian and anthropomorphic 
(humanoid animals) future where the battle of, 
“100 Aker Wood” was just the beginning. Total 
time: 70-80hrs
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Gena Simpson-Li
TITLE
Laser cut Leggings with laser cut skirt, laser cut 
leggings & the process
MEDIA 
Stretch cotton & cotton/ poly knit fabric
DESCRIPTION 
The process: 8 months of laser cutting designs to 
make into wearable clothing

Heather K. Sherman, 
Art2Eat Cakes
TITLE 
Launching our Hope
MEDIA 
Sugar Paste, Food Coloring, Wire framework
DESCRIPTION 
We all launch our Hopes for the Future vigorously 
into the air, in the wish that they find rainbow wings 
and fly on their own. Made w/ sugar gumpaste over 
a food-safed wire framework. All my Cake Art is 
Performance Art, made to honor those unforgettable 
sweet moments of Life.
CONTACT 
art2eatcakes.com | @art2eatcakes

Heather Schulte
TITLES
Peeky Blinders
MEDIA 
Laser cut acrylic, cotton embroidery thread
DESCRIPTION 
I am interested in language as abstraction, as a form 
and vessel for meaning, and the interpretations 
a phrase can hold. In this work, I take a language 
known only to a minority (braille) and visually stitch 
the message it contains, both of which can be 
interpreted widely.
CONTACT 
heatherdschulte.com | @heatherdschulte
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Ina Nenninger
TITLES & DESCRIPTIONS
Square Bowl
Cut from layers of wood and arranged in a swirl 
pattern

Mountain Sun Candle Holder
Pierced wood lantern.

Votive Lights
Wood rings layered in a light filtering pattern.

MEDIA 
Laser Cut Wood

Ina Nenninger
TITLE 
Silver bracelet and earrings
MEDIA 
Argentium Silver And Niobium
DESCRIPTION 
Chainmaille bracelet in Byzantine 
pattern. Earrings in original 
pattern design.

Jan Cole
TITLE
No Going Back
MEDIA 
Embroidery, Found Object
DESCRIPTION 
Derelict toy television set displaying topographic 
embroidery.
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Jeff Branson &  
Janet Hollingsworth
TITLE
Here and There
MEDIA 
Natural Pine lattice, plywood, Esp8266 
microcontoller, LEDs, LCD screen, JSON API
DESCRIPTION 
The pine lattice was found on a hike on the south 
edge of Rocky Mountain National Park. The LED 
lighting is drawn from a nearby weather station; 
the values of Red/Green/Blue are derived from 
temperature/humidity/pressure. Each call to the 
weather station is printed to the LCD.
CONTACT 
@jeffbranson1

Jeronimo
TITLE 
A community of makers
MEDIA 
Legos - green screen
DESCRIPTION 
Movie that captures the 
creativity of our community.  
I want to share my 
experience through it.

Jesse Bowen
TITLE
Handmade Magic Wands
MEDIA 
Wood, ceramic, metal
DESCRIPTION 
I am a 12 year old fan of the Harry Potter 
series and I have been making wands 
on a wood lathe and experimenting with 
different techniques.
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Jiffer Harriman
TITLE
beatBox Penta
MEDIA 
Xylophone, Motors, Light Sensors, 
Microcontroller
DESCRIPTION 
Interactive musical sculpture. By casting 
shadows on the light sensors you interact 
with a musical algorithm that triggers the 
eight motors. Tempo and rhythmic feel 
can be adjusted using the sliders on the 
front of the box.

Jill Knuth and Jenny 
Knuth, mother/daughter 
collaboration
TITLE 
Jewelry Display Frames for TrueJune.com
MEDIA 
Laser Cut Hardboard
DESCRIPTION 
An easy-to-hang, adjustable, frame that serves 
to both store and display jewelry. Can be hung 
in portrait or landscape orientation.
CONTACT 
truejune.com | @truejune

Jill Knuth and Jenny 
Knuth, mother/daughter 
collaboration
TITLE 
Packaging and Display for TrueJune.com
MEDIA 
Laser Cut and Etched Paper and Plywood
DESCRIPTION 
Pillow boxes, necklace cards, earring cards, price 
tags, flower decorations, and display board.   Access 
to a laser cutter enables a small, local, handmade 
jewelry business to design and create custom 
packaging and display for their brand.
CONTACT 
truejune.com | @truejune
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Jill Powers
TITLE
Ancient Seas
MEDIA 
Artist Book, Handmade paper, bark fiber
DESCRIPTION 
Laser etched and cut artist book on the theme of 
the ancient seas that once covered Colorado back 
in prehistoric time- 65 million years ago. The images 
are from the artist’s drawings of fossils from this time 
period.
CONTACT 
JillPowers.com

Joy Bradbury
TITLE 
Horsing Around # 2
MEDIA 
Laser Engraved recycled wood panel
DESCRIPTION 
Laser engraved recycled wood panel.   The 
design is taken from a large body of line drawings 
produced 30 years ago as a result of committing 
to a contemplative drawing practice over several 
weeks. I have since named the practice “Drawing 
from the Deep”.
CONTACT 
francesjoy.wordpress.com

Juan Weksler
TITLES, MEDIA & DESCRIPTIONS
Sugar Island canoe paddle
Wood, fiber glass
Sugar Island style wooden canoe 
paddle laminated from maple, padauk, 
mahogany and finished with fiberglass, 
epoxy and marine varnish.

Cedar strip canoe
Wood, fiber glass, epoxy
This is a reproduction of a classic 
Prospector model cedar strip canoe 
basd on the design of Ted Moores.
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Julia Williams
TITLE
Spartan Wolf Warrior Headdress
MEDIA 
Laser Cut Acrylic, LEDs, Fabric
DESCRIPTION 
A costume worthy of a futuristic warrior - complete 
with color-changing LEDs for those midnight battles.
CONTACT 
thedesignosaur.com | @thedesignosaur

Julia Williams
TITLE
Dragon Priestess Headdress
MEDIA 
Heat-formed Foam, Casting Resin, Polymer Clay, 
Feathers, Fabric
DESCRIPTION 
A wearable work to make you feel like the queen of 
the playa, created out of pure imagination and a lot of 
weird materials.
CONTACT 
thedesignosaur.com | @thedesignosaur

Julia Williams
TITLE
Banuk Sickness Eater Headdress
MEDIA 
3D printed plastic, fabric, acrylic paint
DESCRIPTION 
Inspired by the video game Horizon Zero Dawn and 
the elaborate costumes in the game, this headdress 
was 3D modeled in Zbrush and printed on the 
Lulzbots in BLDG 61. Seven pieces were attached 
together before sanding and finishing with paint and 
weathering techniques.
CONTACT 
thedesignosaur.com | @thedesignosaur
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Karen Okada
TITLE
Remind ourselves RESIST
MEDIA 
Rocky mountain driftwood, raw wool, rayon, metallic 
yarns, hidden quartz crystals
DESCRIPTION 
Made in the Maker Space, my first attempt to use a 
loom. This as with my approach to my work may be 
a lesson for me. To remind ourselves to live in the 
moment in truth, so much easier said than done. We 
are here to teach ourselves and one another. RESIST.  
CONTACT 
@karenokada_

Karen Okada
TITLE
Flatiron Shrine
MEDIA 
Laser cut wood, wool, metalic yarn, silk, sterling silver, 
tibetan fractionated quartz crystal
DESCRIPTION 
This piece was inspired by our Flatiron view we 
admire everyday in our this place we love call 
Boulder. It has provided wonder, amazement, 
inspiration, grounding and gratitude. This piece is a 
tiny Flatiron Shrine. Namaste.  
CONTACT 
@karenokada_

Kathleen Johns
TITLES & DESCRIPTIONS
Don
Plexiglass print of Don a local man who spends his 
days on the streets of Boulder, Colorado.

Taos Pueblo
A print from a etched plexiglass of the Taos Pueblo, 
Taos New Mexico.

MEDIA 
Laser Cut Wood

CONTACT 
kathleenspencerjohns.com | @kathsjartist
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Kathy Lane
TITLE 
Painted Warp Twill Scarves
MEDIA 
Pearl Cotton, Dye, Schacht 4 Harness  
Baby Wolf Loom
DESCRIPTION 
Painted warp class with Sarah Saulson, instructor, 
at Shuttles, Spindles and Skeins, Boulder. Loom 
is warped, painted, then woven.
CONTACT 
@peaceworkplay

Kent Young
TITLES
Handcarved Wooden Bowl, Scoop, & Spoon
MEDIA 
Local cherrywood (bowl & scoop), local applewood 
(spoon), carved by hand with traditional hand tools - 
axe, knife and gouge
DESCRIPTION 
Functional art made to be used in the kitchen.
CONTACT 
@KentYoungSpoons

Laura Loewen
TITLE
The Thaw
MEDIA 
Textile
DESCRIPTION 
This piece makes use of materials that would 
have otherwise been thrown away; scraps of 
quilters cotton and thread. Think about how each 
discarded fiber could affect our environment and 
health of the ecosystem.
CONTACT 
@loewensewen
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Laura Wei
TITLE 
Kazul, The Keeper of Time
MEDIA 
Yarn, Polyfiber Fill, and 
Electronics
DESCRIPTION 
This crocheted dragon was 
the result of four months of 
work, nine skeins of yarn, 
and low-grade deadline-
induced anxiety.

Leo and Paul Norton
TITLE
Earwig Costume
MEDIA 
EVA
DESCRIPTION 
We constructed this Earwig insect costume 
out of EVA anti-fatigue mats from Harbor 
Freight and craft store acrylic paint. We 
would make a stand to hold the costume and 
headpiece for the exhibit and provide a brief 
write-up on how it was made.
CONTACT 
youtube.com/watch?v=NJ5KAsR7j_M

Leo and Paul Norton
TITLE
The Giant Electric Cupcake
MEDIA 
Mixed- steel, wood, fabric, found materials, motors, 
controller, RGB LEDs
DESCRIPTION 
The Giant Electric Cupcake is realist Chocolate 
with Blueberry frosted cupcake in a metal tin and 
topped with whip cream and colored sprinkles. The 
sprinkles sparkle in every changing color patterns. 
The Cupcake can travel at jogging speed and spin on 
its own axis.
CONTACT 
zanderlanderandgem.shutterfly.com
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Leonor Rosser
TITLE 
Origami Quilt
MEDIA 
Cavallini paper
DESCRIPTION 
79 square cuts of Cavallini paper, folded 
individually and then connected with each 
other to create a quilt.
CONTACT 
origamiwithleonor.com

Lisa Holmberg
TITLE
Difference Socks
MEDIA 
Wool, knit
DESCRIPTION 
These socks are knit using 2 different 
variegated fingerling yarns. While the socks 
are the same, they are also different from 
each other. One yarn dominates in each 
sock by making up the top, heal and toe.

Lolly Gold
TITLE
Square Dance
MEDIA 
Machine quilted cotton fabric
DESCRIPTION 
In this improvised exploration of small squares, 
I learned that you never know where a shape 
will go.
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Lolly Gold
TITLE 
Zen View
MEDIA 
Machine quilted cotton fabric
DESCRIPTION 
Zen View is a concept from “A Pattern Language” 
suggesting that vast views may best be 
appreciated when glimpsed through narrow, 
unexpected spaces as one passes. The slivers of 
bright colors between the wider, undulating strips 
focus attention on what’s beyond the surface.

Lolly Gold
TITLE
Spirit Rising
MEDIA 
Machine quilted cotton fabric
DESCRIPTION 
Spirit Rising is an improvised exploration 
of piecing curved shapes using a 
technique known as “air applique.”

Loran Smith
TITLE
The Rising
MEDIA 
Figured black cherry, native beetle-kill pine, and brass. Hand 
rubbed oil & lacquer finish.
DESCRIPTION 
This timeless chimney cabinet was designed to showcase the 
highly figured cherry of the door panels, reminiscent of smoke 
rising from a fireplace, towering cumulus clouds, or perhaps the 
slender shapes of the lodge pole pine. Locally sourced beetle-kill 
pine secondary wood.
CONTACT 
loransmithwoodworking.com
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Maeve Phelan
TITLE 
Bubbles
MEDIA 
Recycled cotton fabric, acrylic paint and ink,  
and DIY rice glue
DESCRIPTION 
I marbled the fabric by 1) floating pigment on top of 
water thickened with gelatin, 2) gently laying the 
fabric on top, and 3) lifting the fabric to reveal a  
mono print. After air drying and ironing I glued  
pieces together with rice glue.
CONTACT 
@phelan_studio

Mark Gibson
TITLE
Electric Ball Lifter
MEDIA 
Ball lift assembly, copper wire, cloth covered 
wire, plywood
DESCRIPTION 
Bingo pinball machines used this elegant 
mechanism to deliver balls from inside the 
cabinet to the playfield. The copper wire track 
is just there for fun and a little whimsy. This is 
part of a much larger exhibit to demonstrate 
similar devices.
CONTACT 
funwithpinball.com | @funwithpinball

Mary C Balzer
TITLE
The Dangling Conversation
MEDIA 
Woven wire and LED lights
DESCRIPTION 
This wall piece an up-cycled piece of metal 
hardware cloth woven with telephone wire 
recovered from a remodeling site, silver 
metallic yarn and LED string lights.
CONTACT 
@weaveinlight
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Matthew Winheld
TITLE 
Letterpress Owl
MEDIA 
Limited Edition Letterpress Print
DESCRIPTION 
4 Color Limited Edition Letterpress Print.  
Based on original illustration by artist and  
printed on a 1950s letterpress.
CONTACT 
sweetletterpress.com | @sweetletterpress

Max Krimmel
TITLE
Mountain Dulcimer # 470
MEDIA 
Wood
DESCRIPTION 
Made of curly Walnut with Maple trim. 
The sound holes were cut with the 
laser cutter at BLDG 61.
CONTACT 
bonniecarol.com | maxkrimmel.com

Max Saliman
TITLE
Prosthetic hand
MEDIA 
Thermoplastic, elastic, lift cord, Chicago screws, 
window insulator
DESCRIPTION 
This prosthetic hand was 3D printed in Building 61. It 
is fully functional, and will be headed to Ecuador to 
be used by a child of about nine years old this spring.
CONTACT 
@adamwatts.design
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Melisande Osnes
TITLES, MEDIA & DESCRIPTIONS
Gauges for sad ages
Resin and chain
Gauges made of resin and chain, eyeball 
that is tearing up and crying tears

Bumble Be Mine
Polymer clay/resin/metal chain
This necklace combines multiple 
materials--resin and polymer clay-- to 
celebrate the wonder of bees.

CONTACT 
@nomelno

Melissa Holladay
TITLE
Fulled Wool Bags
MEDIA 
Wool
DESCRIPTION 
Fulled wool bags in a variety of colors: 
purple and green striped, pink and 
white, green and purple, strawberry, 
orange and pink.

Michael Deragisch
TITLE 
BB-1
MEDIA 
Reclaimed Bicycle and automotive parts combined 
with laser cut wood
DESCRIPTION 
This abstract non-representational sculpture has 
unique combinations of color, size, space and 
dimension. Sitting on a pillar or table top it will remain 
static unless a mild wind force is directed across its 
shapes.
CONTACT 
coloradokineticarts.com
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Michael Deragisch
TITLE 
Red States, Blue States & Fake news
MEDIA 
Mobile created out of Laser cut wood and hung with 
a variety of metal fasteners on cross bars made from 
aluminum
DESCRIPTION 
This piece was inspired by listening to the news 
while designing this artwork as the 2018 presidential 
election went on, was concluded and then a new 
president worked to create two teams of Americans 
pitted against each other. No Truth, just Fake News.
CONTACT 
coloradokineticarts.com

Michael Deragisch
TITLE 
Outrigger 2
MEDIA 
Mobile created out of Laser cut wood and hung  
with a variety of metal fasteners on cross bars  
made from aluminum
DESCRIPTION 
This mobile is a combination of warmth from wood, 
and coolness of metal. Non-representational shapes 
evoke a curious understanding of our world combined 
with worlds beyond. The “Art” is in the balance...the 
meaning is up to the patron viewing. Shapes.
CONTACT 
coloradokineticarts.com

Molly Hoverstock
TITLE 
Old School Fixture: T-Shirt
MEDIA 
Screenprint on cotton T-shirt
DESCRIPTION 
This is a hand drawn image of a vintage light fixture 
at Casey Middle School, where I teach Art.  I drew the 
image, made a silkscreen, and hand pulled the image.
CONTACT 
@lunamorada7
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Monica Gondim
TITLE 
3D Block Puzzles
MEDIA 
Laser cut wood and acrylic
DESCRIPTION 
These unique pieces dock in three dimensions to 
create balance and many construction possibilities.

Mountain Gypsea
TITLE 
Zen Desert
MEDIA 
Laser cut wood
DESCRIPTION 
Reflecting on a recent visit to Taos, 
this collection is inspired by the harsh 
beauty of the desert and represents the 
three values I am focusing on for 2019: 
BALANCE. COMMUNITY. LOVE.

Nate Bennett
TITLE
Virtual Nature Box
MEDIA 
Wood, Acrylic, Paint, & Microcontroller Components
DESCRIPTION 
Outfitted with an adjustable time-of-day lighting 
system, audio effects, and a wind generator, this 
portable nature package is a satire on virtual 
reality. Created as an original design for a physical 
computing class in the BTU lab at the University of 
Colorado, Boulder.
CONTACT 
creative.colorado.edu/~nabe1680
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Nathalie Moir
TITLE 
Ponderosa
MEDIA 
Hand-spun wool, cotton cloth, cotton thread, wood
DESCRIPTION 
This piece explores our relationship with both the 
created and the natural worlds, using nature as 
both material source and subject. It disrupts the 
boundaries between wild and domestic, crafted and 
natural, by portraying the iconic pine tree as small, 
soft, and malleable.
CONTACT 
ollhandcrafts.com | @ourladyoflighthandcrafts

Nicole Stephan
TITLE
CASS The trailer
MEDIA 
CNC and laser cut baltic birch
DESCRIPTION 
Cass is a work in progress off road 
teardrop camper - Her humble 
beginnings were as a small 5’x8’ utility 
trailer from Lowes.
CONTACT 
nicolestephandesign.com/gallery/cass-
the-trailer/

Nikoletta Friedberg
TITLE 
Sewing Organizer
MEDIA 
Cherry & Walnut Wood w/ Laser Engraving
DESCRIPTION 
Multi-level organizer box with miter joints 
reinforced with dovetail splines. Laser 
engraved on the front right.
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Nikoletta Friedberg
TITLE 
Cupcake Carrier
MEDIA 
Plywood and leather
DESCRIPTION 
Cupcake carrier with laser image on front  
and recycled leather belt for the handle.

Noelle Bernhardt
TITLE
Creative light up ornaments!
MEDIA 
Tin ornament, paper, LED, coin cell battery 
and switch
DESCRIPTION 
The first is a wintry scene with an elegant 
deer, trees and a light peeking out from 
behind them.  The second is the same deer in 
a spring forest, with light from the sun shining 
through a paper tree. Both will have a LED 
and a switch on the back to turn it on and off.

Olenka
TITLES, MEDIA & DESCRIPTIONS

Animal Rights, Never Wrong
screenprint(s) on canvas

Animal rights messages screen printed on 
canvas.  Completed within 12/2018-01/2019
CONTACT 
xvxola.tumblr.com
etsy.com/shop/tinyghostxstudio
@xvxolenka
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Peter Glass
TITLE
Cherry Entrance Table
MEDIA 
Cherrywood
DESCRIPTION 
Cherry entrance table constructed with various  
old world joins to maintain structural integrity.
CONTACT 
peterglasswoodworks.com
@peterglasswoodworks

Petras Vaznelis
TITLE
Atlas Cabinet 0497
MEDIA 
Baltic birch plywood shell with maple hardwood 
frame and steel fixtures.
DESCRIPTION 
Guitar One Twelve Speaker Cabinet. Stained 
and clear coated, the cabinet harbors optimal 
resonance while playing the beautiful nature of 
its materials and construction.
CONTACT 
atlastone.com | @atlascabinets

R Mercedes Lindenoak
TITLE
Shangri La
MEDIA 
Fabric
DESCRIPTION 
Fantasy landscape quilt
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R Mercedes Lindenoak
TITLE
Nature Nurture Series: Rainforest Revenge
MEDIA 
Mixed media
DESCRIPTION 
Man eating plant: wool, polyester, bronze, 
beads, sequins, stone, wire- coiled, crocheted, 
stitched, felted.

R Mercedes Lindenoak
TITLES, MEDIA, & DESCRIPTION
Orchid
Mixed media
Hand cut ruby zoisite cabachon attached to 
a hand felted magenta orchid with a beaded 
bezel. My intent was to put together media 
not typically found together.

Nature Nurture Series: Protecting the Embryo
Stirling silver & turquoise ring
The plants are curled protectively around 
the turquoise center which represents a 
human embryo.

Rebecca Greco
TITLE
UnTitled
MEDIA 
English Paper Pieced Fabric
DESCRIPTION 
English Paper Piecing is a form of quilting 
done by hand piecing shapes together. The 
center star was all hand pieced and then 
appliquéd and quilted by machine.
CONTACT 
hugsarefun.com | @hugsarefun
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Rich Ellis
TITLE
Dragon Hunting Trophy
MEDIA 
EVA foam
DESCRIPTION 
This was originally part of a Samurai Riding 
a Dragon cosplay. The head of the dragon is 
manipulated like a hand puppet.
CONTACT 
@nepenthesvet

Rob Warner
TITLE
Colorado Totem
MEDIA 
Letterpress print
DESCRIPTION 
A minimalist design capturing the nature of 
Colorado.
CONTACT 
rhinoworks.com

Robby Holb
TITLE 
Serving Tray
MEDIA 
Walnut, cherry, spalted maple, russian olive, 
butternut, mahogany
DESCRIPTION 
Carefully sequenced and assembled pieces of 
veneer to create an abstract geometric pattern. 
Inspired by quilt artist Joy Saville, created at 
BLDG 61.
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Robby Holb
TITLE 
Table
MEDIA 
Walnut, cherry, box elder, oak, emerald ash, 
cottonwood, elm, maple
DESCRIPTION 
Carefully sequenced and assembled pieces of veneer 
to create an abstract geometric pattern. Wood was 
sourced from Boulder, Colorado. Inspired by quilt 
artist Joy Saville, created at BLDG 61.

Rozie Vajda
TITLE
Sea*Dance
MEDIA 
Assembled mixed media
DESCRIPTION 
Felted wool,silk, scroll sawed fish,  
T.V. prism portholes, buttons, window, 
wood, lights and paint.
CONTACT 
handraisedcreations.com

Rozie Vajda
TITLE 
Sweeping a Wave
MEDIA 
Assembled mixed media
DESCRIPTION 
Felted wool and various fiber,  wood, antique window, 
glass beads,  zippers, screen, lights and paint.
CONTACT 
handraisedcreations.com
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Sebastian Sieh
TITLE
Edge Line
MEDIA 
MDF, Acrylic Paint, Led
DESCRIPTION 
Rotational Symmetry with orange highlights.

Sebastian Sieh
TITLE 
Geo Web
MEDIA 
Plywood, MDF, Acrylic Paint, Led
DESCRIPTION 
Abstract piece modeled in 3D then CNC/ 
laser cut out of plywood

Shelly Sommer
TITLE
Waste Not, Want Not
MEDIA 
Vinyl, cotton, linen, dental floss
DESCRIPTION 
Made entirely from discarded materials, this wall  
quilt features the phrase “waste not, want not” 
spelled out in Morse code on a background made 
from a vinyl poster. It is hand-quilted with a discarded 
roll of dental floss using a technique borrowed from 
bookbinding.
CONTACT 
@encodedstudio
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Stephan Hagemann
TITLE
My First Ever Quilt
MEDIA 
Fabric. ruler. scisors. sewing machine. needle. thread. 
DESCRIPTION 
Wonky stars and animals all over  
the place.

Steve Bullock
TITLE
Electric Hephaestus
MEDIA 
Riso print on laser cut wood panel + electronics
DESCRIPTION 
((mythical_creator + machine_learning) / cartesian_
circle) = ?
CONTACT 
NeonSpaceLab.com | @neonspacelab

Steven Frost & Janet 
Hollingsworth
TITLE 
Not Found, 2019
MEDIA 
Nylon thread, lasercut denim on Flag from a  
Montana thrift store.
DESCRIPTION 
In the language of the internet when a page or 
file is missing, we are left with 404 error message. 
This American Flag with denim appliqué was 
completed during the 2019 government shutdown 
and asks us to contemplate what our country may 
be missing.
CONTACT 
stevenfrost.com | @HarmonyInBadTaste
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Steven Newman
TITLE
Barakah Triptych
MEDIA 
Laser Cut Wood, Acrylic and LED lights
DESCRIPTION 
Barakah is a continuity of energy flowing between 
God and the physical world. Certain places, moments 
or objects carry this energy and serve as reminders 
of the One. This pieces iterates the Barakah pattern 
in three ways to illustrate the various manifestations 
of the One.
CONTACT 
mahatmaproductions.com | @mahatma_productions

Tracy Bellehumeur
TITLE
Fuzzy Germ Specimens
MEDIA 
Merino wool felt cut with vinyl cutter, embroidery, 
simple circuit with LilyPad Twinkle, LEDs, battery.
DESCRIPTION 
Germ specimens made from felt in preparation for a 
workshop to teach youth simple sewable circuits with 
an up close look at some cool bacteria. Four unique 
specimens of common bacteria, including giardia, 
salmonella, and Lactobacillus (makes yogurt!) In a box 
display.
CONTACT 
beefarmgirl.wordpress.com | @beefarmgirl
@beechicas

Tracy Bellehumeur
TITLE
Our family: bees, chickens, and other fantastic things!
MEDIA 
Laser cut plywood, microcontrollers, and electronic 
hardware
DESCRIPTION 
Our family’ clock plays recordings from our daily 
lives at different times of the day to remind us of 
how precious this time really is. Clucking & buzzing 
beckons us outside to the hen coop or beehives.  
The sun turns to the moon at night and the string 
lights turn on.
CONTACT 
beefarmgirl.wordpress.com | @beefarmgirl
@beechicas
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Tupak Barrios Palacios Luna
TITLE
Zane bailarín / Dancing Zane
MEDIA 
Laser cut wood, rotor, battery and switch
DESCRIPTION 
A dancing ninja which movements are created  
with a battery operated rotor. I want to transmit 
movement and joy with my creation. I had fun 
building this Ninja bailarín.

Zack Weaver
TITLE
Mace Head Steve
MEDIA 
Bronze cast 3D print, ash, steel
DESCRIPTION 
I know. I know. It’s a “flail”. Steve’s head was laser 
scanned, added to a 3D model of a mace, and cast 
similar to the process of lost wax casting. The rest is 
just pure bad ass rock-n-roll metal!
CONTACT 
EnArtDezArk | @zackmweaver
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THAN K YOU!
BLDG 61 would like to thank:
Boulder Library Foundation
City of Boulder
Amanda Maldonado

AND THE WORLD’S FINEST VOLUNTEERS:
Stephan “Million” Hagemann

Sarah “Million” Tipton

David Rutherford

Jamie Kanda

Sara Stillman

Adriana Paola Palacios Luna

Atzin Palacios Luna

Tupac Palacios Luna

Jeronimo Palacios Luna

Emily Platzer

Vichelle Leona Mixon

Spike Ilacqua

Alan Peters

Steven Newman

Max Krimmel

Tanya Smiley

Dean Fogerty

Zach Klaus

Cynthia Allison

Jan Cole

Ginalorena Arrivederci  
Medici Cianflone
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